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one fluctuation of velocity per revolution is required, it may be obtained by means of "lobed gears"; i.e., gears in which the curvature of the pitch curve is several times reversed. If a describing circle be rolled on these non-circular pitch curves, the tooth outlines will vary in different parts; hence in order to cut such gears, many cutters would be required for each gear. Practically this would be too expensive; and when such gears are used the pattern is accurately made, and the cast gears are used without " tooling" the tooth surfaces.
213. Step, Twisted and Herring-bone Gears.—If a pair of wide-faced, ordinary spur gears be divided into several pairs of narrow-faced gears and then the successive gears on the one shaft be rotated on the shaft by uniformly progressive angles, the mating gears will be rotated through corresponding linear distances and, therefore, through proportionate angles. Each pair of narrow gears will mesh as before, but it is clear that the interval of shaft rotation between successive pairs of teeth coming into (and going out of) mesh will be reduced in proportion to the number of narrow or step gears. This leads to more continuous and smooth action.
If the original gears be considered as made up of a series of very thin disks or laminae, the uniform increment of angular advance causes each tooth element, originally parallel to the shaft axis, to become a helix—the steps having become infinitesimal in width. This gives the teeth a spiral form—their profiles in a plane normal to their axes of rotation being those, however, of the original spur gears. If the twist is in one direction only on each gear there will be an end thrust on the shafts when the gears are transmitting power, in addition to the regular radial and tangential forces. If the gears are made double, or herringbone, this end thrust balances itself. Such gears are now very accurately cut or hobbed and are applicable to cases involving large velocity ratios, high speeds, and fairly large

